
BHD wholesale football shape 6 cavity ice ball maker food grade silico
ne ice ball mold slow melting silicone ice maker

feature:

- Safe and reliable!The icelet does not contain BPA and approved by the FDA.
-This tray creates a 2 -inch giant ice tray, which slowly melted, allowing you to enjoy all drinks leisurely
without stopping the drink for a few hours!
-It is easy to use!The ice tray is made of silicon resin.
-The slow and cool cocktail, whiskey, agave, vodka or other beverages are diluted and diluted

Product specifications:
project
name Crystal Ice Cup/Silicone Crystal Ice Hockey Mold

Material FDA approves silicon rubber, BPA free
size 22*15*6.2cm, each ball diameter 6 * 6 cm
MOQ. 50Sets.
temperature -40 to +230 degrees Celsius
Sign and
packaging Pressing flowers, pressing flowers, printing (customized)

feature Not sticky, bisphenol free, easy to clean and reusable

Instructions Rinse with water, disinfect it with boiling water, wash, and put it in a clean
and dry place after use.Avoid direct sunlight.

usage Suitable for DIY frozen ice, pudding, jelly, chocolate and whiskey drinks

sample usable









Similar to ice hockey mold









Icelet & ice hockey set

http://http://www.kitchenwaresupplier.com/products/6-cavity-Jumbo-Square-FDA-Silicone-Ice-Cube-Tray-Supplier-6-Ball-Shaped-Ice-Cube-Tray-Factory-Silico.html


Packaging and transportation

sample usable
Sample
delivery
time

3-7 days

Bag
1) Interior: integrated with the opponent's bag
2) Outside: carton
3) Packaging can be customized

Delivery
method

1) Express, such as DHL, UPS, Fedex, etc.
2) If you have any questions at sea, please contact us at any time.
3)

Preparation After 5 to 20 days, order Comfring (based on quantity)



company information

Shenzhen Benhaida Rubber Plastic Products Co., Ltd. has more than 7 years of experience in silicone and
plastic kitchenware.

We are the leading professional manufacturers and suppliers of various silicide kitchenware.We have
passed the world's leading SGS company's on -site certification, 100 % food -grade silicone rubber
material, BPA free guarantee

Our advantage:

*We have passed the world's leading SGS company to verify 100 % food -grade silicone rubber materials
on the spot;
*We are evaluated by Alibaba's gold supplier and accepted through tradeasurance
*We are our own factory, existing chips and existing inventory, providing competitive EXW prices and



high quality;
*We accept OEM / OEM design products and packaging, custom brand recognition, custom packaging
search gift box, ribbon cover, cardboard, product booklet, UPC barcode tag, FNSKU tag.
*We have rich experience in transporting FBA Amazon and can directly enter Amazon.

contact us

Welcome to our website to get more silicone heat products
Shenzhen Benhaida rubber and plastic product Co., Ltd.
Website: www.benhaida .cn.
What application:+ 86-15818564213
Email: Maggie (at) benhaida .com
Skype: Maggie4272.

We have been verified by the world's leading inspection company


